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Charge to the Culturally Inclusive Practices Committee

In 2015, Arizona Superintendent of Public Instruction, Diane Douglas, formed the Culturally Inclusive Practices Committee because she recognized that our students did not have equitable access to rich educational opportunities. In such matters, the role of the Arizona Department of Education (ADE) is to provide general guidance and technical assistance for local educational agencies (LEAs) and students. Specifically, ADE sets parameters and establishes a direction so that all students have equitable access to and are able to succeed in a rigorous educational experience. With this in mind, at the committee’s inaugural meeting, Superintendent Douglas addressed the committee and issued the following charge: Develop culturally inclusive guidelines which are subsequently adopted by each local educational agency. This dedicated committee, comprised of educators and community members, carried out this charge to develop the guidance recommended in this document.

Overview

Culturally inclusive practices are key to ensuring success for all students. These practices explicitly focus upon the achievement of academic equity for our students by recognizing, appreciating, embracing, and ultimately integrating all of the various cultures, experiences, and backgrounds of the people of Arizona as a driving force in curriculum, instruction, and educational environments. While food and holidays are important parts of culture, to go beyond a surface level, educators must connect to attitudes, customs, beliefs and values, language, rituals, institutions, and art. As such, culturally inclusive education must become a silver thread interwoven into our actions as educators and communities in order to provide Arizona’s students with intentionally equitable educational experiences.

Building Cultural Inclusiveness

As a first step towards cultural inclusivity, educators must recognize the importance of building equity on school campuses and within classrooms. The guidelines outlined later in this report provide assistance with achieving more equitable classrooms. Note, however, that equity does not equal equality. Rather, an equitable educational system provides resources and supports at the level needed by each individual student and recognizes that all students do not need the same supports. An important result of cultural inclusiveness and equity is equitable achievement. Some barriers to equitable achievement can be overcome by acknowledging and addressing people’s beliefs and attitudes. This was illustrated quite clearly in the Rosenthal and Jacobson study, “Pygmalion in the Classroom,” completed in 1968. This study is based on an experiment within a public elementary setting, where teachers were told that certain children were intellectually more capable than other children based on a false diagnostic. The experiment was aimed at determining the degree of changes within teachers’ expectations of children and student achievement. The results showed that the students who were placed as the high achievers or “spurters” made significant academic gains. This experiment also demonstrated how “the expectations in teachers’ minds were the determining factor in the success of the identified children” (Yatvin, 2009). This research brings to light the power of equitable access to opportunity. Students in the study who received advanced opportunity excelled, even when their true diagnostic data did not indicate that they would be successful in these situations. Although diagnostic data and student placements often lead to this inequity, sometimes it is perceived deficits held by adults that result in students having reduced access to opportunity. Through introspection and effective professional development, educators can begin to recognize their deeply held beliefs and understand how these beliefs both positively and negatively impact the success of our children. Until educators bravely face their own
preconceptions and understand how their beliefs impact the classroom, inequality will persist.

**Why Does Arizona Need Culturally Inclusive Practices?**

Arizona boasts rich culture and diversity. The educational system must address the diverse needs of our population in a manner which respects cultural traditions, raises achievement of all students, and builds future citizens prepared to positively participate in our society. The time has come for schools and communities to boldly engage in transforming policies and practices in order to improve learning opportunities and outcomes for all students in Arizona.

![2016 Arizona Total Population](https://population.az.gov/population-projections)

A look at our Arizona demographic picture shows the diversity found within the whole state. The two charts below present a picture of the makeup of our teaching cadre along with a picture of our student population demographics. Note the mismatch. It is evident that we, as educators, must fully embrace culturally inclusive practices to ensure the success of all students.

**Arizona Student and Teacher Demographics**


![2015 Arizona Teacher Demographics](source: Arizona Department of Education SOER Report, 2015)

Adding to demographic diversity are the geographic realities of our state. Arizona is home to 22 tribal nations, each with distinct beliefs, languages, and traditions. Many of these nations are in remote locations with less reliable access to technology, increased distances between school and home, and cultural values and norms which are poorly understood by many outside of the Nations. Yet, rural settings are not unique to Native American students. Many non-Native students also reside in geographic isolation, experiencing similar difficulties as our Native children. It is also important to recognize that approximately 5 percent of our metropolitan student
population is Native children (ADE, 2012). Of our 15 Arizona counties, Maricopa County has the largest number of Native American children (Arizona 2015 Indian Education Annual Report). Our state serves students from many diverse backgrounds, communities, and cultures. Therefore, our teaching cadre must have the resources they need to meet the disparate needs of these students.

**Arizona Teacher Workforce**

As discussed above, although our populace is highly diverse, our current teaching force does not reflect this level of diversity. To combat this disconnect, national movements support the inclusion of culturally responsive techniques in educator preparation programs. For example, the Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP), one of the more commonly utilized accreditation agencies in Arizona, now requires cultural responsiveness to be interwoven throughout the program of study. By further interweaving culturally inclusive practices into our daily work, we will begin to change the culture of our campuses and impact student achievement. One study conducted by Garcia and Chun (2016) determined that culturally inclusive practices such as those outlined in this report increased achievement of Latino students but, maybe more importantly, showed that these practices increased the students’ likelihood to see themselves as capable learners. It is still important to note that a culturally diverse teaching force or mindset is necessary. Our students need to experience a variety of cultures in action and be exposed to the positive environment that is developed when diverse populations work effectively together.

**Arizona’s Current Reality**

No discussion of culturally inclusive practices is complete without a review of disparities which exist in our different populations. Current data reveals that many groups are overrepresented in some categories, e.g., special education, and underrepresented in others, e.g., advanced coursework. Students of color are far more likely than their white counterparts to drop out of school. All strands of achievement data and learning outcomes for African Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans are, on average, much lower than white and some Asian counterparts. This is the trend in schools across the country regardless of the socio-economic status of students of color. This is certainly the trend in Arizona. The persistent pattern in disparate educational outcomes is called the achievement gap, often the result of lack of access to equitable learning opportunities. Our job, as educators, is to mitigate this trend. Culturally inclusive practices when interwoven fully into our actions can begin to erase these gaps.

The results of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) are commonly referred to as the Nation’s Report Card. The NAEP measures student performance over time and allows comparisons between states. Through this report, the opportunity gap which exists in Arizona becomes blatantly evident as seen in the 2003-2015 trend data for NAEP Grades 4 and 8 Mathematics and Reading.
Further contributing to the achievement gap, school suspension data in the graphs below indicate students of color, especially black males, are suspended far more frequently than other children. The time that they spend out of school on suspension is lost instructional time and is associated with negative consequences such as lower academic performance and higher dropout rates (Arcia, 2006; Mac Iver & Messel, 2012).

Student dropout rates for minority students range from 3 to 7 percent as compared to the 2.45 percent of white students. The disparities in the graduation rates for Arizona students are similar. A goal of culturally inclusive practices is to significantly decrease our dropout rate and improve our graduation rate. Unfortunately, the data shows that we are quite far from those goals.
Although the above information begins to create an image, the data is incomplete. With a richer data set, practitioners and policy makers will improve their ability to make decisions which have a positive impact upon all of our Arizona children.

**A Moral/Ethical and Legal Imperative**

It is the moral/ethical responsibility of all educators to establish culturally inclusive practices on school campuses. Schools are institutions that socialize students through content and extracurricular activities, teacher-student relationships, and values of society, which are taught through environments conducive to rigor and citizenship (Goodlad, 1992). School culture encompasses the processes and procedures that support collective norms and beliefs. These norms and beliefs define acceptable achievement outcomes and educators’ sense of responsibilities to student learning—they must counter false generalizations and implicit biases about groups and populations. The integration of culturally inclusive practices will contribute to the elimination of the use of race, class, gender, language, immigration status, and sexuality as proxy for intellectual superiority and inferiority. In the words of the poet Maya Angelou, “People will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.” To this effect, instructional goals should be delivered in ways that are relevant to and attainable for students. The curriculum should reinforce the collective values of inclusion, students’ prior knowledge, and academic excellence. Through the intentional building of relationships, schools will form systems of support for all students resulting in a strong academic environment. Disciplinary policies must contribute to improving students’ academic outcomes instead of reducing their instructional time. School leaders are expected to work collaboratively with teachers and staff to address each student’s unique needs and aspirations, identify patterns of educational inequities, and improve the achievement of all students.

Associated with the ethical responsibility is the clear legal imperative that exists in bringing cultural inclusivity to schools. Appendix A details the rich, legal history of education beginning in 1955. This represents a progression in thought and policies from the segregated schools of Brown v. the Board of Education to the diversity of our schools today. The purpose of including these acts and cases is to inform educators’ perceptions on access, schooling, and public education so that all students receive the equitable, high-quality educational experiences to which they are entitled.
Culturally Inclusive Practices Implementation Guidelines

Cultural diversity is clearly evident within our school environments and is compounded by an ever-changing student population. As populations change, so too does the identity of the school and community. Educational environments must adjust nimbly to the needs of students, thus, culturally inclusive practices are critical. These practices can be intentionally delivered through pre-service programs, educator preparation programs, and locally developed professional development.

Professional Development: To build the cultural competence of educators, professional development must address evidence-based practices related to instruction, curriculum, and school climate/environment. Educators and communities must openly dialogue to identify opportunities to implement culturally responsive practices and strategies. Specific components of professional development must include:

- Effective instructional strategies to meet the needs of all students regardless of background.
- Differentiated and customized job-embedded professional learning.
- On-going support to address the needs of teachers in their professional practice.
- Opportunities for personal reflection on beliefs and prejudices.
- Specific attention to the cultures/languages of the student populations being served.
- Professional development related to Native history as required by A.R.S. §15-341 (34) and A.R.S. §15-710.

The sections that follow are designed to stimulate thinking and examine the state of culturally inclusive practices in a classroom, a school, or LEA. In a series of questions, educators will be able to assess their cultural inclusivity related to instruction, curriculum, and school climate/environment. As answers are developed to the questions, educators can determine areas of strength as well as areas of need, allowing them to develop an action plan focused on the achievement of all students.

Instruction: While planning lessons across all subjects, integrate culturally inclusive instruction that takes into account the unique stories, accomplishments, and struggles of all of the people of Arizona.

- How well does the teacher:
  - Recognize their own culture and how it influences and impacts their instructional practices?
  - Eliminate teacher actions and preconceptions that can have a negative impact upon student success?
  - Know their students?
  - Use their knowledge of the students to support and engage students?
  - Use their knowledge of the students to differentiate and personalize instruction?
  - Build upon the cultures and experiences of students and their families from an asset perspective?
  - Link instructional purpose to student interests?
  - Seize the opportunity to enhance learning by building on student interests or by adjusting instruction?
  - Reflect upon how instructional practices ensure equitable access to a rigorous curriculum for all students?
  - Discuss and promote the unique stories, accomplishments, and struggles of all of the people of Arizona?
**Curriculum:** Every local educational agency (LEA) must teach a balanced curriculum adhering to State adopted standards and mandates for the content areas, using complementary materials that address the contributions of diverse cultures.

- To what extent does the curriculum:
  - Reflect students’ experiences and the communities in which they live?
  - Include multiple voices and perspectives:
    i. What they have been,
    ii. What they are, and
    iii. What they could be?
  - Address the contributions of diverse cultures?
  - Prepare students for success in college, career, and community?

**School Climate/Environment:** Schools must consciously build educational environments which value the rich heritage of Arizona’s communities and cultures, fostering appreciation for all, so that all students and their families are treated equitably and with respect.

**Classroom:** To what extent do teachers:

- Reflect upon their own beliefs, practices, and policies, taking into account other points of view?
- Recognize their culture, possible implicit biases, and its influence on a culturally inclusive environment?
- Build and maintain appropriate, authentic relationships with students while inside and outside the classroom?
- Establish an environment where all students are expected to achieve at high levels?
- Create an environment which builds mutual respect between the community, the teacher-student, the teacher-family, and student-student?
- Create a student-centered environment where students take ownership of their learning to foster appreciation, respect, and acceptance for all?
- Build awareness amongst their students of the rich heritage of Arizona’s communities and cultures?

**School:** To what extent do school leaders:

- Demonstrate the equitable behaviors expected of teachers?
- Analyze the current capacities of their staff, identify and scale effective practices, and celebrate areas of success?
- Provide professional development for all school personnel to address beliefs and implicit biases?
- Ensure diverse membership on school committees?
- Know and care about the families in the community?
- Actively build relationships with the community?
- Implement strategies to enhance family involvement, engagement, and voice?
- Identify and confront deficit language, implicit bias, and discrimination in their schools: discipline policies, school art/mascots/celebrations, school calendars, equitable identification of gifted/talented and/or special education students, local and broad perspectives of culture?
- Create a climate that encourages open discussion of controversial issues?
- Build opportunities for students to have a voice (e.g., student council, town-hall, open-door policy)?
- Support all school personnel to assist in the elimination of barriers to student learning?

**Local Educational Agencies:** To what extent do district leaders/charter holders and governing board members:

- Demonstrate the equitable behaviors expected of teachers and school leaders?
- Model culturally inclusive practices?
- Provide culturally inclusive professional development opportunities for all staff?
- Commit to systemic transformation which supports culturally inclusive practices in the schools and classrooms?
- Recruit and retain a cadre of teachers and leaders who represent student diversity?
- Support teachers and leaders on school campuses to assist in the elimination of barriers to student learning?
- Equitably allocate resources?
Appendix A: Case Law. This graphic is not meant to be inclusive of all case law related to culturally inclusive practices; rather, it is an illustration of important cases and policies which have shaped today’s schools. Red flags represent Arizona-specific cases.

On-line resources to learn more about the above cases:


All Cases: [https://www.oyez.org/](https://www.oyez.org/)
Appendix B: Evidence-Based Practices

In the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) the term evidence-based is utilized numerous times and is intended to guide the selection of instructional strategies, curricular choices, and interventions (referred to below as activities) throughout all education decisions. The United States Department of Education (ED) issued non-regulatory guidance in September 2016 which describes the four levels of evidence outlined by ESSA.

Level 1: Strong evidence from at least one well-designed and well-implemented experimental study that the activity has a statistically significant positive effect on student outcomes or other relevant outcomes.

Level 2: Moderate evidence from at least one well-designed and well-implemented quasi-experimental study that the activity has a statistically significant positive effect on student outcomes or other relevant outcomes.

Level 3: Promising evidence from at least one well-designed and well-implemented correlational study with statistical controls for selection bias that the activity has a statistically significant positive effect on student outcomes or other relevant outcomes.

Level 4: Demonstrates a rationale from a logic model based on high-quality research findings or positive evaluation findings that the activity is likely to improve student outcomes or other relevant outcomes, and includes ongoing efforts to examine the effects of the activity.

Some federally funded programs allow the use of all four levels of evidence when selecting an activity; others do not allow the use of Level 4 evidence. The evidence-based provisions under ESSA are part of the law’s broad focus on using continuous improvement to examine the effectiveness of activities.

Resources:


Appendix C: Accepted Definitions of Culturally Responsive Teaching

- Geneva Gay defines culturally responsive teaching as “using the cultural knowledge, prior experiences, frames of reference, and performance styles of ethnically diverse students to make learning encounters more relevant to and effective for them” (Gay, 2010, p.31).

- Culturally Responsive Teaching is a pedagogy that recognizes the importance of including students’ cultural references in all aspects of learning (Ladson-Billings, 1994).

- We are all born, raised and enveloped in culture, and it is central to learning. It informs how we communicate with each other, the way we receive information and helps shape the thinking process of groups and individuals. Culturally responsive teaching recognizes the importance of including students' cultural references in all aspects of learning, enriching classroom experiences, and keeping students engaged (http://www.tolerance.org/supplement/being-culturally-responsive).
Appendix D: Resources for Culturally Responsive Teaching

Books and Journal Articles


- Boykin, A. W., & Noguera, P. (2011). *Creating the opportunity to learn: Moving from research to practice to close the achievement gap*. Alexandria, US: ASCD.


On-Line Resources


- Anti-Bias Education for Young Children and Ourselves by Louise Derman-Sparks, Julie Olsen Edwards Retrieved from http://www.teachingforchange.org/teacher-resources/anti-bias-education

- Anti-Defamation League access at http://arizona.adl.org/


- Brown University Teaching Diverse Learners access at https://www.brown.edu/academics/education-alliance/teaching-diverse-learners/


- Equity Alliance access at http://equityallianceatasu.org/


- First Nations Education Steering Committee. (2012). In Our Own Words: Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K–3 Classroom. Retrieved from http://www.csai-online.org/resource/547


- Intercultural Development Research Association access at http://www.idra.org/


The National Association for the Education of Young Children access at http://www.naeyc.org/yc/culturally-responsive-classroom


Teaching Tolerance access at http://www.tolerance.org/


Minnesota Department of Education access at http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/fam/indian/


(Note: at the time of printing, all links were active; however, on-line links change frequently.)
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